The honeycomb structure component has the excellent performance of the impact crushing energy absorption as a light-weight structural element. For the purpose of the improvement in the energy absorption ability and the reduction of initial peak stress, the impact crushing behavior was experimentally conducted about some types of foam filled aluminum honeycomb cells under axial dynamic impact load, after checking fundamental behavior which was mostly agreement with an experiment and numerical analysis in a honeycomb simple substance cell. They were performed about various urethane foam filled honeycomb cell, two-layered cell models and the filling honeycomb cells attached chloroprene rubber on the face panel. It was found that the cell filled with urethane foam is obtained good absorption ability. And also, the filling cell attached rubber on the face panel of the honeycomb has considerable good effect in comparison with others for the reduction of the initial peak stress. These appliances were observed to be the effective structural member design for the energy absorbing ability.
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